ARIZONA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Fifty-fifth Legislature - Second Regular Session

REGULAR MEETING AGENDA

COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE

DATE      Tuesday, March 8, 2022
ROOM       HHR 3
TIME       2:00 P.M.

Members of the public may access a livestream of the meeting here:
https://www.azleg.gov/videoplayer/?clientID=6361162879&eventID=2022031028

Members:
Mr. Carter
Mr. Chávez
Mr. Cook
Mr. Espinoza
Mr. Kaiser
Mrs. Liguori
Mr. Meza
Mr. Wilmeth
Mr. Chaplik, Vice-Chairman
Mr. Weninger, Chairman

Bills | Short Title | Strike Everything Title
------|-------------|------------------------
SB1118 | insurance; fees; consent; limits(now: insurance; fees; consent; medicare supplement) (Livingston) | (Livingston) COM, RULES
SB1136 | public works; contracts; payments (Gray: Contreras, Fann, et al) | (Gray: Contreras, Fann, et al) COM, RULES
SB1168 | vacation rentals; short-term rentals; enforcement (Mesnard: Kaiser) | (Mesnard: Kaiser) COM, RULES
SB1278 | wage rates; technical correction(now: labor organizations; fiduciary guidelines; definitions) (Mesnard) | (Mesnard) COM, RULES
SB1394 | DIFI; business name; trade name (Livingston) | (Livingston) COM, RULES
People with disabilities may request reasonable accommodations such as interpreters, alternative formats, or assistance with physical accessibility. If you require accommodations, please contact the Chief Clerk's Office at (602) 926-3032 or through Arizona Relay Service 7-1-1.